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OUT OF HOURS DELIVERIES 
The project will be working outside standard construction hours from 12am Thursday 2 March to 7am 
Saturday 4 March 2023, to allow safe set up of heavy machinery and delivery and installation of planks 
for the new Cabramatta Creek rail bridge. 

On these days, heavy vehicles will deliver planks and a large crane in sections to our project compound 
car park near Jacquie Osmond Reserve between 12am and 7am, in order to comply with road 
regulations. 

The crane will be unloaded and partially built in the carpark, before being moved to the new rail bridge 
over Cabramatta Creek, where the new planks will be installed. A map showing the delivery location can 
be found on page 2 of this notification. 

EQUIPMENT 

Equipment used will include trucks for crane mobilisation, 750, 15, and 25 ton cranes, semi-trailers for 
plank deliveries, light vehicles, lighting towers and various hand-held power tools.  

SHARED PATH CHANGES 
There will also be temporary disruptions on the shared path for short periods during the day between 
Thursday 2 March and Friday 4 March 2023, to allow safe set up of heavy machinery and for the 
placement of planks on the new bridge at Cabramatta Creek.  

Pedestrians and cyclists may need to wait for short periods, for safety reasons, while we place the 
planks. Signage will be erected near the shared path advising of the disruption.  

HOW MIGHT THIS WORK AFFECT YOU? 

This work may be noisy and disruptive, however every effort will be made to keep noisy works to a 
minimum and reduce impacts to the community wherever possible. Some of the measures we will use 
include turning off equipment when not in use, setting up noise blankets around work sites where 
possible and using non-tonal (‘white noise’) reversing alarms on vehicles. Works will be monitored to 
make sure noise levels are being managed effectively. You can find out more information about noise 
and vibration in the fact sheet on our website cabramattaloop.com.au.  

We may also use additional temporary lighting during night works, to allow our crews to work safely.  

Due to the frequent wet weather we are experiencing, the project area is subject to flooding and the 
timing of these works may change. Please contact the project team if you have any concerns. We 
appreciate your continued patience and understanding while we carry out this important work. 
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The Cabramatta Loop Project will increase rail freight capacity on the Southern Sydney Freight Line 
by constructing a new 1.65km section of track, allowing freight trains travelling in either direction to 
pass each other. Fulton Hogan is designing and constructing the Cabramatta Loop Project for ARTC. 



 

CABRAMATTA LOOP 

CONTACT US 
To provide feedback about these works, working times, durations or respite measures, please call our 
24-hour Enviroline on 1300 550 402 (reference CLP_25), email cabramattaloop@fultonhogan.com.au 
or mail PO BOX 6099, Alexandria NSW. 

MAPS SHOWING WORK LOCATIONS 

Shared path map Out of hours work area map 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WANT TO KNOW MORE? 
p: 1300 550 402 
e: cabramattaloop@fultonhogan.com.au 
w: cabramattaloop.com.au 

Register for project updates by 
hovering your phone over the code 
(visit the Contact Us page). 

 


